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ABSTRACT: The structure of citrate adlayers on gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) was investigated. Infrared (IR) and X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses indicate citrate
anions are adsorbed on AuNPs through central carboxylate
groups. A unique structure of adsorbed citrate is determined,
and a pH-induced structural transition is presented. IR analysis
probes dangling dihydrogen anions (H2Citrate

−) and hydrogen
bonding of carboxylic acid groups between adsorbed and
dangling citrate anions. A contribution of steric repulsion
between citrate layers to particle stability is characterized.
Structure-based modeling, which is consistent with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) images in the literature, suggests organization details relating to the formation of self-assembled layers on (111), (110),
and (100) surfaces of AuNPs. Adsorption characteristics of the citrate layer include the interaction between hydrogen-bonded
citrate chains, bilayer formation, surface coverage, and chirality. The enthalpic gain from intermolecular interactions and the
importance of molecular structure/symmetry on the adsorption are discussed. Combining the enthalpic factor with surface
diffusion and adsorption geometry of (1,2)-dicarboxyl fragments on Au(111), H2Citrate

− anions effectively stabilize the (111)
surface of the AuNPs. The detailed understanding of intermolecular interactions in the molecular adlayer provides insight for
nanoparticle formation and stabilization. We expect these findings will be relevant for other nanoparticles stabilized by hydroxy
carboxylate-based amino acids and have broad implications in NP-based interfacial studies and applications.

■ INTRODUCTION

One of the most common synthetic methods for preparation of
gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) is based on citrate reduction and
stabilization, called the Turkevich method.1,2 Citrate anions
reduce gold ions to atoms and stabilize colloidal AuNPs (i.e.,
typically 10−100 nm in diameter) formed from clustered atoms.
Citrate-stabilized AuNPs (Cit-AuNPs) are commonly employed
as tunable foundational materials for a wide range of AuNP-based
interfacial studies and applications including nanoparticle
assembly,3,4 particle aggregation,5 surface charge,6 linker
conjugation,7 particle growth mechanisms,8 nanoparticle cata-
lytic activity,9 ligand exchange reactions,10 and intracellular
activity.11 Despite a large number of investigations focused on
utilizing Cit-AuNPs, the structural details of citrate anions
adsorbed on the AuNP surface are still unknown. It is known
only that citrate anions coordinate to the metal surface by inner-
sphere complexation of the carboxylate groups and there are
trace amounts of AuCl4

−, Cl−, andOH− on themetal surface.12,13

A more detailed understanding of the conformation of the
adsorbed citrate molecules can aid in addressing questions
related to a number of interfacial phenomena observed for Cit-
AuNPs.
Moreover, the role of citrate anions in stabilizing the surface of

metal NPs (MNPs) is usually approached in an oversimplified
manner, likely due to a lack of details regarding the conformation
of the citrate molecules adsorbed on MNPs. There are several

studies focused on the stability of Cit-AuNPs12,14 during particle
formation,13,15 but the negatively charged citrate anions have
been assumed to act as individual, noninteracting adsorbed
species on the surface of MNPs. The formation of a citrate
adlayer composed of interacting citrate molecules as a stabilizing
layer has never been incorporated in nucleation and growth
pathways for nanoparticle formation,8 and potential intermo-
lecular interactions between citrate anions during nanoparticle
growth are typically neglected.16 In addition, the most important
experimental factor in the Turkevich method is still not
completely established. The ratio of the gold ion and citrate
concentrations used in the reaction has been observed to be a
crucial factor for controlling the size of Cit-AuNPs,2 but it was
recently found that changes of other reaction conditions15,17,18

including solution pH19 and chloride ion concentrations20

exclusively govern the size tunability. The structure of the citrate
layer on the AuNP surface may be a key factor in gaining a more
detailed understanding of nanoparticle formation and stabiliza-
tion.
Herein, we present a study of the conformation of citrate

molecules adsorbed on AuNPs using attenuated total reflectance
infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). We analyzed spectral responses from
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citrate anions upon pH increase, H/D exchange, additions of
alkanethiols and lead ions, and removal of excess layers from
AuNPs. Our studies of the coordination of the carboxylate and
hydroxyl groups reveal that a specific coordination of adsorbed
citrate is dominant.21 In addition to coordinated citrates, IR
analyses also indicate that there are dangling citrate species that
are not in direct contact with the metal surface. We discuss
intermolecular interactions between the adsorbed and dangling
citrate anions. We also present a study of self-assembled layers of
citrate molecules on AuNP surfaces combining the spectroscopy
results with structure-based modeling in addition to observations
described in the literature. Based on the modeling result, we
propose formation of citrate chains on AuNP (111), (110), and
(100) surfaces and discuss detailed characteristics of the citrate
layer. We expect that the detailed description of citrate layers on
AuNPs will provide a foundation for additional studies related to
the effects of organic adlayers on many different interfacial
properties of MNPs, including anisotropic particle growth.22−24

■ RESULTS
Investigation of Stretching Vibrations of Carboxylate

Groups of Purified Cit-AuNPs. Our approach to a structural
study of citrate layers on AuNP surfaces is based on
characterization of coordination of adsorbed citrate species
directly in contact with the metal surface, followed by
identification of intermolecular interactions between the
adsorbed citrates and/or citrate species that were not in contact
with the metal surface. We used a combination of IR
spectroscopy and XPS to characterize the interactions of citrate
molecules on the surfaces of AuNPs. First, we focus on IR
analysis to identify the binding nature of the carboxyl groups of
citrate molecules on the AuNP surface. The vibrational
frequencies of carboxylate groups are highly dependent on
coordination modes, such as η1-COO−, η2-COO− bridging, and
η2-COO− chelating while the characteristic hydrogen bonds
between protonated carboxylic groups are indicative of
intermolecular interactions of the adsorbed molecules. Prior to
IR analysis, any excess citrate layers on AuNPs were removed by
interrupting the intermolecular interactions of COOH hydrogen
bonds in a basic condition of pH∼9 where deprotonated COO−

groups repel each other25 (see the Supporting Information for
effects of hydroxide ions on adsorbed citrate anions, Figures S1−
S3). Thus, the resulting IR spectral features should originate
from citrate species coordinated directly with the AuNP surface.
Figure 1 presents IR spectra measured using an ATR-IR

approach. The film of Cit-AuNPs dispersed on the ZnSe ATR
crystal gave rise to intense carboxylate peaks of the adsorbed
citrate molecules indicative of asymmetric/symmetric COO−

stretching vibrations (see the Supporting Information for
discussion about surface selection rules and intense IR bands
of adsorbates on metal nanoparticles in ATR-IR measurements).
Typically, the carboxylate group exhibits an asymmetric and a
symmetric stretching vibration around 1500−1630 and 1305−
1415 cm−1, respectively.26 The ATR spectra of purified Cit-
AuNPs show three distinct peaks, the asymmetric COO−

stretching vibrations (νasy(COO
−)) at 1611, 1593, and 1558

cm−1, and three other peaks assigned to symmetric COO−

stretching vibrations (νsym(COO
−)) at 1405, 1394, and 1370

cm−1 (Figure 1). Spectra, which were collected at different time
periods to probe the changes as water evaporated from the
AuNPs dispersed on the ATR crystal, show ν(COO−) vibrations,
and those vibration bands are relatively sharp and distinguishable
(Figure 1A). The vibrational peaks broaden once the film of

AuNPs is completely dried, but the positions remain constant.
While two νasy(COO

−) at 1611 and 1558 cm−1 and two
νsym(COO

−) at 1405 and 1370 cm−1 are more pronounced, the
ν(COO−) at 1593 and 1394 cm−1 are resolved at the end and
beginning of the drying step, respectively. A peak at 1540 cm−1

can be due to another type of νasy(COO)
−, which may result

from binding to different facets of the AuNPs. Although these
spectral features are similar to those for pure trisodium citrate
(Na3Cit) possessing the ν(COO−) at 1575 and 1385 cm−1

(Figure 1B; see the Supporting Information for IR bands of
purified Cit-AuNPs and Na3Cit in the entire spectral region and
related references) due to ionic coordination with Na+,27 the
peak positions of the ν(COO−) vibrations are different in the two
cases. Two additional νasy(COO

−) at 1611 and 1558 cm−1, as
well as the asymmetric shape of the νsym(COO

−) peak with a
shoulder centered at ∼1390 cm−1, indicate the presence of at
least three types of ν(COO−) vibrations for the Cit-AuNPs.28,29

From the analysis, the IR spectra indicate that the ν(COO−)
frequencies are split into three distinct peaks for adsorbed citrate
molecules on the AuNPs.
Typically, the bending vibrations of adsorbed water (δ-

(OH)H2O) on metal surfaces are observed in the range of 1610−
1650 cm−1, and thus the sharp peak at 1611 cm−1 often is
assigned to the δ(OH)H2O free from hydrogen bonding.30

Instead, the δ(OH)H2O was observed at ∼1635 cm−1, which is
supported by the decrease in amplitude during water evaporation
(Figure 1A). In order to probe the spectral contribution from
water for the peak at 1611 cm−1, D2O/NaOD was used to rinse
the AuNPs. In this deuterated condition, the νasy(COO

−) still
appears at 1620 cm−1, which confirms that the peak does not
originate from water (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The
different interaction of D2O with COO− groups may cause the
shift in the νasy(COO

−) at 1611 cm−1 to a higher wavenumber at
1620 cm−1. Typically, upon change of H2O solvent to D2O the
νasy(COO

−) of deprotonated carboxylate groups shifts to a
higher frequency by 5−13 cm−1.31,32

Identification of Free Carboxylate Groups. In order to
distinguish between surface-coordinated and free carboxylate
groups on the surface of the AuNPs, Pb2+ was added to the
solution of purified Cit-AuNPs. The νasy(COO

−) of the free
carboxylate is expected to shift away from the broadened
νasy(COO

−) region to about 1515 cm−1 (η2-COO− chelating33)
or 1540 cm−1 (η2-COO− bridging34) upon coordination with
Pb2+, while the frequency of the coordinated carboxylate should
remain at the same position. We observed that the peak at 1593

Figure 1. ATR-IR spectra of purified Cit-AuNPs. (A) Each spectrum
was collected at a different time period after dispersing the AuNPs on
the ATR crystal, showing changes due to water evaporation.
Transmittance levels are as recorded. Peaks of the νasy(COO

−) at
1611, 1593, 1558 cm−1 and νsym(COO

−) at 1405, 1394, 1370 cm−1

appear (dotted lines). The broad band at 1635 cm−1 is a water-bending
vibration. (B) Comparison of ATR-IR spectra of the Cit-AuNPs and
pure trisodium citrate (Na3Cit). Note that peak positions are different.
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cm−1 is significantly attenuated with introduction of Pb2+ ions
(Figure 2A). In addition, new broad peaks centered at 1540 cm−1

and 1417 cm−1 appear, which are assigned to the νasy(COO
−)

and νsym(COO
−) of the free carboxylate due to η2-COO−

bridging coordination with Pb2+ ions.34 The νsym(COO
−)

around 1390 cm−1, where the νasy(COO
−) appears at 1593

cm−1, is difficult to resolve due to other strong νsym(COO
−)

bands. In comparison with an νasy(COO
−) of common aliphatic

carboxylate groups35 at ∼1550 cm−1, the relatively high
νasy(COO

−) of the free carboxylate at 1593 cm−1 may originate
from an intramolecular hydrogen bonding with the hydroxyl
group.36 The peak at ∼1630 cm−1 is the δ(OH)H2O as previously
assigned. Thus, the band shift indicates that there is a free
carboxylate group in the citrate molecules adsorbed on AuNP
surfaces.
Coordination Character of the Binding Carboxylate

Groups. AuNPs have facets, and the Au(111) surface typically is
the most populated facet in a large AuNP.37 Since the spectral
difference of the distinct ν(COO−) with respect to the crystal
facet is known to be less than 15 cm−1 as observed for single-
crystal electrodes of Pt(hkl)38 and negligible for Au(hkl),39 the
observed positions of the ν(COO−) result from the unique
binding modes of carboxylate rather than from varied AuNP
facets. The IR spectra show two nonequivalent coordinations of
carboxylates of adsorbed citrates.28,29 In Figure 1A, the peaks at
1611 and 1370 cm−1 are attributed to a η1-COO− binding40,41 on
a Au surface,42 whereas the peaks at 1558 and 1405 cm−1 are
associated with a η2-COO− coordination on a Au surface.39,43−46

These observed vibrational frequencies of the coordinated
carboxylate groups also match with computational results for
planar gold single crystal surfaces.42,43 In general, the Δν,
νasy(COO

−) − νsym(COO
−), is indicative of the binding

character of a carboxylate group with a metal ion.47 The Δν
values of the η1- and η2-COO− groups of the adsorbed citrate are
241 and 153 cm−1, respectively. These values are in good
agreement with the coordination nature of COO− groups with a
metal.
Spectra collected after deuterium exchange also were

consistent with the nature of the carboxylate coordination on
the gold surface relating to interaction with water. Compared
with the ν(COO−) vibrations of citrate on AuNPs under the
normal conditions, the ν(η2-COO−) at ∼1558/1405 cm−1 did
not shift, and the νasy(COO

−) of the free carboxylate group
appeared at the same frequency of ∼1593 cm−1, due to a lack of
interactions with water molecules. The former is associated with

the coordination of both oxygen atoms to metal surfaces, and the
latter is related to the intramolecular interaction with the
hydroxyl group of the adsorbed citrate. However, when one
oxygen atom of the η1-COO− group interacts with water
molecules, hydrogen bonding of the oxygen atom with D2O

48

may shift the νsym(COO
−) to higher frequency31,32 at 1620 cm−1

(Figure S4, Supporting Information). The broadened peaks of
the asy/sym ν(COO−) vibration by use of D2O also are
consistent with various hydrogen-bond configurations.48

Coordination of the Alcoholic OH Group. In addition to
the carboxylates, we studied the coordination of the alcoholic
group of adsorbed citrate. In most studies of citrate conformation
on a metal surface, the binding of the citrate hydroxyl group has
been neglected. The hydroxyl group of citrate is well-known for
5-membered chelating coordination to metal atoms.40,49 With
this in mind, the coordination of the hydroxyl group of citrate to
the surface of AuNPs should be considered. While methanol
and/or ethanol molecules coordinate to small noble metal
clusters (n ≤ 15) without O−H bond cleavage,50 the hydroxyl
groups of methanol51 and ethanol52 have been reported to be
cleaved during alkoxide formation on a metal surface, and it was
suggested that ethoxide adsorbed on a Au surface is not stable at
room temperature.52

We observed ν(C−O)alch26,53 of the alcohol (alch) group at
1137, 1111, and 1076 cm−1 for pure trisodium citrate and the
shift of those peaks to 1070 cm−1 for the Cit-AuNPs (see the
Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S5). The shift of ν(C−
O)alch has been used as evidence for alcohol coordination to gold
clusters.50 Depending on the size and charge of the gold cluster as
well as the type of alcohol (e.g., methanol or ethanol), the ν(C−
O)alch of a gold−alcohol complex decreases by 25−60 cm−1

compared to a free alcohol in the gas phase. For larger
nanoparticles or a planar surface of metal oxides, the ν(C−
O)alch shift also has been employed as a probe to determine the
alcohol group coordination.54 In our study, we observed a new
ν(C−O)alch at 1070 cm−1, but we did not conclude the shift of the
ν(C−O)alch was due to the coordination of the OH group to the
Au surface since γ(CH2) and ν(C−C) are probably shifted
around the ν(C−O)alch region simultaneously upon citrate
adsorption on the AuNP surface due to the resultant conforma-
tional change.55 Therefore, more experimental evidence is
required for determination of the involvement of the citrate
hydroxyl group in coordination on the AuNP surface.
In order to further probe the coordination of the citrate

hydroxyl group, we investigated the IR spectrum of purified Cit-
AuNPs using a deuterium exchange experiment (Figure 2B).
NaOD and D2O in the purification step of the Cit-AuNP were
used instead of NaOH and H2O, and the pH was adjusted to ∼9
where protonated carboxylic species are present at a minute level
and a spectral change is expected from hydroxyl groups. The
most distinct features of the spectrum are the appearance of a
strong δ(OD)alch

56 peak at 877/833 cm−1 as well as the
disappearance of the counterpart peak of the δ(OH)alch located
at 1175/1145 cm−1.57,58 The 1175/1145 cm−1 peaks are not
attributed to a δ(OH) vibration from −COOH groups because
most of the carboxylic acid groups are deprotonated at pH 9.
Also, the intensities of the peak at 833 cm−1 for the deuterated
Cit-AuNPs and the peak at 1175 cm−1 for the Cit-AuNPs do not
change significantly as samples are dried (see the Supporting
Information, Figures S5 and S6). Consistent vibrational features
indicate those vibrational bands stem from an identical vibration
mode. This observation verifies the existence of a free hydroxyl

Figure 2. (A) ATR IR spectra of (a) purified Cit-AuNPs and (b) Pb2+

treated Cit-AuNPs. Note that the peak around at 1593 cm−1 disappears
(a solid line in the region of the νasyCOO

−), and new peaks at 1540 cm−1

and 1417 cm−1 appear upon Pb2+ addition (arrowed). (B) ATR-IR
spectra of Cit-AuNPs purified by (a) H2O/NaOH and (b) D2O/NaOD.
Note that the δ(OH)alch at 1175/1145 cm−1 is shifted to δ(OD)alch at
877/833 cm−1 upon deuteration (arrow).
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group of the adsorbed citrate that does not participate in metal
complexation and is available for other interactions.
XPS Characterization of Adsorbed Citrate.We employed

XPS for further analysis of the surface chemistry of Cit-AuNPs.
The binding energy (BE) of electrons of an atom is sensitive to
the local electronic state of adjacent atoms and provides
information about binding and coordination of functional
groups. We used XPS to analyze a drop-cast film of the purified
Cit-AuNPs and Na3Cit on silicon wafer substrates in order to
probe the coordination of carboxylic acid and hydroxyl groups.
The binding energy of the C 1s for adventitious carbon as a
reference is 284.8 eV. The deconvoluted C 1s spectrum consists
of four distinct binding energies at 284.8, 285.9, 287.6, and 289.4
eV, which are attributed to adventitious carbons (C−Cor C−H),
the hydroxyl (C−OHalch)

59 and/or the α-carbons (CH2),
60 the

coordinated carboxylates (COO−Au),61 and free carboxyl
moieties (COOH62 or COO−),60 respectively (Table 1; see

also the Supporting Information, Figure S7). Two carboxylate
peaks can be identified depending on coordination to a Au
surface, which is consistent with IR analysis in this study (see
Supporting Information, Figure S8 and ionic nature of COO−Au
interaction). A dominant peak of carboxylic acid groups at 288.2
eV for the pure Na3Cit also is located in the coordinated COO

−

regime, and this peak is due to Na+-coordinated carboxylate
groups.27 Observation of the uncoordinated carboxylate of
adsorbed citrate anions indicates that most of the free carboxylate
groups do not interact with Na+ ions on the surface. The previous
IR analysis based on the δ(OH)alch shift upon deuteration
demonstrated only the presence of uncoordinated alcohol
groups of adsorbed citrate species without O−H cleavage.
Because a coordinated alcohol group after O−H cleavage is
expected to be undetectable under the deuterated IR analysis, the
regions of the XPS C 1s were analyzed to determine the presence
of binding alcohol species. Although the C 1s binding energy of
the C−OH regime in this measurement is located within the C−
OH coordinate, a conclusion cannot be made about the C−OH
binding on the Au surface because the CH2 binding energy
overlaps the region of the single peak observed in the XPS
spectrum. The peak cannot be deconvoluted into two
components due to the intrinsic low concentration of the
adsorbed citrate.63 As a result, the presence of adsorbed citrate
with the hydroxyl group coordinated to the surface cannot be
excluded by XPS analysis or the IR study, but we probed the
coordination of the hydroxyl group at a pH above 11 (see the
following result and the Discussion; see also Figure 5B and
related discussion).
Spectral Change of the Vibrational Bands for

Adsorbed Citrate under Basic Conditions. We observed a
significant change of IR peaks from thiol-functionalized Cit-
AuNPs in basic solution conditions. First, the surface of Cit-
AuNPs was functionalized with ω-terminated alkyl or aryl thiols.
The pH of the solution of AuNPs was adjusted to above 11
through addition of NaOH. New IR peaks at 2985, 2976, 1614,
1371, 1349, 1310, 1108, 1077, 825, and 583 cm−1 appear when

the pH is higher than 11 for functionalized AuNPs with HOOC-
Ph-SH or CH3−C11-SH thiols (Figure 3). Magnified spectra are

presented in Supporting Information (Figure S9). Those peaks
disappear after the samples are completely dried. As discussed
below, those peaks are not related to the thiols and should be
associated with citrate molecules (see the Supporting Informa-
tion for exclusion of the possibility of ethanol derivatives and
carbonate ions, Figure S10).
Under these basic pH conditions, the IR data are consistent

with citrate configurations for the binding of the free terminal
carboxylate group to the AuNP surface. The asy/sym ν(COO−)
vibrations at 1611/1370 cm−1 indicate a η1-COO− binding to the
surface. The CH2 stretching is located at 2985/2976 cm

−1.26 The
peaks at 1108 and 1077 cm−1 can be assigned to a (C−O)alch
stretching,26,53 a C−C stretching64 and/or a CH2 wagging
vibration,65 which are newly exhibited after a structural change of
adsorbed citrate on the Au surface. The relatively strong in-plane
COO− rocking66 at 583 cm−1 can be correlated to a terminal
COO− coordination combined with an in-plane COO−

scissoring66 at 825 cm−1. Overall, the IR data indicate a structural
transformation of adsorbed citrate relating to coordination of all
carboxylate groups. This may be accompanied by coordination of
the hydroxyl group.

IR Frequencies Indicative of Hydrogen Bonds in the
Citrate Layer on AuNPs. Until now, coordination of adsorbed
citrate species directly in contact with the metal surface was
investigated. For the experiments described above, purification of
Cit-AuNPs was performed under basic conditions (pH ∼9) in
order to disrupt any intermolecular hydrogen bonds between
citrate layers through deprotonation of the carboxylic acid
groups. Under such conditions, only citrate species adsorbed
directly on the AuNP surface should remain. Here, we
investigated intermolecular interactions between the adsorbed
citrates and/or potential citrate species that are not in contact
with the metal surface. A characteristic peak of the hydrogen
bond between carboxylic acid groups centered at 1710 cm−1 was
observed for Cit-AuNPs that were not purified under basic
conditions (see the Supporting Information, Figure S11A). This
indicates the presence of intermolecular interactions between
surface citrates and possibly with other oxidized species of citrate.

Table 1. C 1s Binding Energy of Purified Cit-AuNPs and Pure
Trisodium Citrate

C 1s BE (eV) COH/CH2 COO-Au COO−Na+ free COO(H)

Na3Cit 286.3 288.2 289.3
Cit-AuNPs 285.9 (0.1) 287.6 (0.3) 289.4 (0.2)

The number in parentheses is the standard deviation.

Figure 3. Transmission IR spectra of functionalized Cit-AuNPs by (a)
HOOC-Ph-SH and (b) CH3−C11-SH thiols when the pH >∼11. Bands
marked with dashed lines are unique to this pH (black spectra), and
those bands disappear after samples are dried (red spectra). The bands
are located at 2985 (inset), 2976 (inset), 1614, 1371 (not indicated),
1349, 1310 (not indicated), 1108 (not indicated), 1077, 825, and 583
cm−1. Traces (a) are offset from a baseline by 13%.
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We investigated the hydrogen bonds of a layer of citrate anions
on AuNPs in more detail. As a first step, excess citrate anions and
other molecules remaining in the Cit-AuNP solution were
removed. Use of ethanol or acidic water to attempt to purify the
Cit-AuNPs resulted in irreversible aggregation of the AuNPs
during repeated centrifugations and particle dispersion steps. In
order to stabilize the Cit-AuNPs while retaining any potential
multilayer structure of citrate during the rinsing step with EtOH,
the adsorption of the alkanethiols at submonolayer coverages on
the Cit-AuNPs was used. Cit-AuNPs were functionalized with 1/
4−1/2 stoichiometric amounts of alkanethiols relative to
monolayer coverage so that adsorbed citrate would be preserved
on the remaining 1/2−3/4 of the surface area on AuNPs. We
assumed that all of the added alkanethiols are adsorbed on the
surface prior to a complete monolayer formation due to the large
adsorption constant (Keq = ∼107).67 Relatively long alkanethiols
(CH3−C11-SH) were used to impart stability under the solution
conditions and should not interact with the carboxylic acid
groups of citrate or form intermolecular hydrogen bonds in
regions where the citrate layer is not displaced. By this
purification method, we removed physisorbed citrate and other
molecules remaining from the AuNPs synthesis and investigated
the structure of the remaining citrate layer on the AuNPs.
Characteristic ν(CO) peaks of COOH hydrogen bonds at
1734 and 1704 cm−1 were observed in the partially alkanethiol-
functionalized AuNPs, which are assigned to the formation of
acyclic and cyclic COOH dimers,34 respectively (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S12). Notably, the ν(CO)
of noninteracting COOH at 1764 cm−1 was not detected (Figure
S1).
In addition, it is possible that an interaction of carboxylic acid

groups with water molecules exists. Another report indicated that
a water molecule is expected to interact with two free carboxylic
acid groups of adsorbed citrate anions on AgNPs.16 This type of
intermolecular interaction (−COOH···H2O···HOOC−) should
exhibit sharp hydrogen-bonding peaks of ν(O−H)H2O around
3548−3414 cm−1 and ν(O−H)COOH around 3230 cm−1,
respectively.68 However, the IR spectrum of Cit-AuNPs shows
only broad peaks around those frequencies, which indicates that
an inclusion of water molecules between two carboxylic acid
groups of adsorbed citrate is not a dominant formation.
Therefore, we concluded that water molecules do not play a
critical role in hydrogen bonding with carboxylic acid groups of
citrate molecules adsorbed on AuNPs.
IR Analysis for Dangling Citrate Anions as Another

Molecular Layer on AuNPs. Thiol functionalization of Cit-
AuNPs led to the characterization of COOH/COO− inter-
actions between citrate anions without significantly disrupting
the intermolecular hydrogen bonds in the citrate layer. The IR
data indicate that there are both thiol layers and hydrogen-
bonded citrate layers on AuNPs. Addition of thiols to Cit-AuNP
solutions leads to coadsorption of thiols between citrate layers
rather than complete displacement of adsorbed citrate, and this
also enabled us to investigate the structure of citrate layers. A
detailed mechanism of thiol coadsorption on Cit-AuNPs will be
discussed in a future article.69

Figure 4A presents spectra to compare νasy(COO
−) vibrations

before and after addition of alkanethiols to the solution of Cit-
AuNPs as prepared. The thiols used in the functionalization are
in excess (∼530 times) compared to a monolayer coverage on
the AuNPs. The νasy(COO

−) at ∼1590 cm−1 is pronounced for
as-prepared Cit-AuNPs. Notably, the peak at ∼1590 cm−1

disappeared and the peak at 1611 cm−1 became more intense

after the thiol addition. This indicates removal of physisorbed
citrate and its oxidized species possessing COO− groups and a
possible η1-COO− binding of the terminal carboxyl group to the
surface. The previous peak assignment for the peak at 1593 cm−1

to νasy(COO
−) of the terminal carboxylate group of adsorbed

citrate is consistent with the intensity attenuation of that peak as
the amounts of thiols for the functionalization of Cit-AuNPs
increase. The characteristic νasy(COO

−) peaks indicative of the
COO-coordination still appear at 1611 and 1558−1545 cm−1

regardless of the addition of the thiol. The νsym(COO
−) bands

between 1410 and 1370 cm−1 are buried by strong CH2
vibrations as well as C−O−H bending vibrations. The peaks at
165070 and 151071 cm−1 are probably related to various hydrogen
bond configurations such as COO−···H+···−OOC and
COO−Na+···Na+−OOC interactions since those peaks were
not observed in the deprotonated condition for carboxyl groups
at pH ∼9.
The AuNPs functionalized with 1/2 surface-stoichiometric

amounts of thiols exhibit a weak peak of the free νasy(COO
−) at

1593 cm−1 (Figure 4B, see also Figure S13A in the Supporting
Information for other frequency regions) and a major peak of the
−COOH hydrogen bond at 1704 cm−1. A shoulder band at 1734
cm−1 also is visible. When excess thiols were added to the AuNP
solution, however, the peak of the COOH hydrogen bond at
1704 cm−1 became stronger, and the intensity of a peak at 1575
cm−1, assigned to νasy(COO

−), wasmuch pronounced (spectrum
b in Figure 4B). In addition, the free terminal carboxylate group
at 1593 cm−1 disappeared after addition of excess thiols.
Interestingly, a non-hydrogen-bonded ν(O−H)alch

72 at 3672
cm−1 has been detected (arrowed, spectrum b in Figure 4B). This
correlation between the terminal carboxyl and hydroxyl groups
implies possible interaction through OHalch···

−OOC hydrogen
bonds between carboxylate impurities and the citrate layer, which
also indicates intermolecular interactions through −COOH···
HOOC− hydrogen bonds between citrate anions. Thiol-
functionalization was performed in ethanol solutions, and thus,
any EtOH molecules remaining in the AuNP sample are
expected to exhibit a ν(O−H)alch band at the same frequency.
However, we can rule out this possibility based on two main
reasons. First, any remaining EtOH molecules should interact
with each other through hydrogen bonding and therefore a
ν(O−H)alch band from individual EtOHmolecules would not be
observed.73 Second, the remaining EtOH molecules would be
observed regardless of the type of thiol, but other thiol-

Figure 4. ATR-IR spectra of partially functionalized Cit-AuNPs by
methyl-terminated alkanethiol (CH3−C11-SH). (A) Comparison of as-
prepared Cit-AuNPs before and after functionalization with an excess of
CH3−C11-SH thiol at the frequency region of νasy(COO

−) vibrations.
(B) The amount of thiol added to the AuNP solution is adjusted to
functionalize (a) half of the total surface area on the AuNPs and (b)
present in excess (∼530 times) compared to a monolayer coverage. The
red-arrowed peaks at 3672, 1704, and 1575 cm−1 originate from
organized citrate overlayers. Spectrum (c) was collected after addition of
the excess of CH3−C11-SH into purified Cit-AuNPs, which shows
ν(CO) only at 1734 cm−1 (blue arrow).
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functionalized AuNPs did not exhibit the ν(O−H)alch band. This
may be due to interactions of thiol functional groups with the
hydroxyl groups of citrate and possible disruption of the citrate
layer. Only alkanethiol-functionalized AuNPs exhibit the ν(O−
H)alch band. The adsorption of alkanethiols on the surface may
promote the liberation of non-hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl
groups of surface citrates through removing weakly adsorbed
hydroxyl carboxylate derivatives from the surface. In terms of the
enhanced intensity of the peak at 1704 cm−1, the alkanethiol layer
may disrupt citrate layers partially, making the orientation of
cyclic COOH hydrogen-bonding more IR active with respect to
the AuNP surface.39 The absence of a non-hydrogen-bonded
ν(O−H)COOH of free carboxylic acid groups typically at ∼3520
cm−174 is consistent with the absence of the ν(CO) of
noninteracting COOH at 1764 cm−1.
Interestingly, when Cit-AuNPs purified by OH− ions were

functionalized with the alkanethiols, only the ν(CO) of acyclic
COOH dimers at 1734 cm−1 was observed (spectrum c in Figure
4B; see also Figure S13B in the Supporting Information for other
frequency regions). Some thiol protons of alkanethiols are
eventually transferred to uncoordinated COO− groups to form
COOH dimers. There is no additional layer on the purified Cit-
AuNPs, and thus, this suggests adsorbed citrate anions interact
only through acyclic −COOH dimerization on AuNP surfaces.
The possibility of ionic hydrogen bonding through
COOH···−OOC was excluded due to a lack of a broad
asymmetric band of ν(O−H)COOH at a low frequency.75 The
molecule-surface interaction may prevent adsorbed citrate
anions from forming cyclic COOH hydrogen bonding.
The correlation between the 3672 cm−1 band of free ν(O−

H)alch, the 1575 cm−1 band of νasy(COO
−), and the 1704 cm−1

band of ν(CO)COOH in Figure 4 indicates the presence of
another type of citrate anion different from the adsorbed citrate
species and intermolecular hydrogen bonds between both citrate
species. This is likely associated with dangling dihydrogen citrate
(H2Citrate

−) that is deprotonated on the central carboxylic acid
group.26 The first deprotonation of citric acid (H3Citrate) occurs
at the central carboxylic acid.76 The incorporation of the dangling
citrate species into interactions with adsorbed citrate on the
surface leads to the appearances of the liberated non-hydrogen-
bonded ν(O−H)alch at 3672 cm−1 and the noninteracting central
νasy(COO

−) of the dangling citrate species at 1575 cm−1. The
terminal carboxyl group of adsorbed citrate, exhibiting the
intramolecular hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl group upon
deprotonation, is hydrogen-bonded with the terminal carboxylic
group of the dangling citrate in the citrate adlayer on the as-
prepared Cit-AuNPs (see the citrate configurations shown in
Figures 5 and 6 in the Discussion and Figure S14 in the
Supporting Information). This results in the formation of the
hydrogen-bonded cyclic COOH dimers at 1704 cm−1, as well as
the liberation of the hydroxyl group into non-hydrogen-bonded
ν(O−H)alch at 3672 cm−1. Adjacent adsorbed citrate anions are
also hydrogen-bonded through the formation of acyclic COOH
dimers. Thus, the intermolecular interactions in the citrate layer
are mediated through the hydrogen bonds of carboxylic acid
groups between dangling and adsorbed citrate anions on AuNPs.

■ DISCUSSION
Conformation of Citrate Anions Adsorbed on AuNPs.

The FTIR and XPS analyses indicate the presence of two distinct
binding modes of COO− groups with one COO− group freely
exposed to solution. Considering this analysis and related results
presented in the literature, we expect that the citrate anions

adsorbed on a AuNP surface adopt the η2-COO− bridging
coordination of the central COO− group and the η1-COO−

coordination of the terminal COO− group (Figure 5A,

conformation Ia). Although it is not possible to distinguish
between bridging and chelating coordinations of COO− groups
from IR data,39 DFT calculations43 and STM-image analyses77

indicate that chelating η2-COO− coordination is not stable on
gold surfaces, transforming to a η1-coordination. Although there
might be an orientation change of the adsorbed citrate due to
deprotonation46 of free carboxylic acid groups as well as changes
of the adsorbate concentration78 and ionic strength,79 the
binding geometry of adsorbed citrate is not expected to be
altered significantly after the purification step under basic
conditions. The central COO− coordination plays a key role in
the conformation of adsorbed citrate anions. The binding of the
central and one terminal COO− groups of citrate in this
configuration is consistent with the proposed citrate conforma-
tion on AgNPs16,28 as well as the suggested preferential binding
of citrate to Ag(111) of silver nanoplates.80 In fact, we estimated
∼1/3 of the coordinated terminal COO− groups actually remain
uncoordinated, determined by XPS analysis based on the area
ratio of C1s COO(H)/COO-Au for purified Cit-AuNPs (0.8)
(Figure S7A, Supporting Information). Therefore, conformation
Ib is also possible as another structure of adsorbed citrate anion,
and the estimated ratio between conformation Ia and Ib is about
1/2 (Ib/Ia). It is not clear whether this ratio is a consequence of a
facet-dependent adsorption structure of citrate anion or a
binding equilibrium of the terminal carboxyl groups to the
surface.
Due to the intrinsic ensemble nature of IR measurements, a

mixture of the possible citrate conformations may produce the
vibration characteristics of three different carboxylate groups.
When the protonation trend of citrate is considered, the most
probable conformations can be identified. Martin has reported
that the dihydrogen citrate species (H2Citrate

−) with the central
carboxylic acid group deprotonated is themost populated species
at the beginning of the deprotonation process of citric acid
(H3Citrate).

76 The central carboxylic acid group has the lowest
pKa,

81 and it probably binds on the Au surface preferentially at
the beginning stage of citrate adsorption.82 Although H3Citrate
and H2Citrate

− are expected to be dominant at the pH ∼3.2
condition83 of the as-prepared Cit-AuNP solution, the
protonated carboxylic groups of citric acid can be adsorbed on
a Au(111) surface by an anodic reaction associated with
oxidation of the Au surface84 (see the Au oxidation states in
XPS data in the Supporting Information, Figure S8), and/or the
purification procedure under basic conditions may promote the

Figure 5. (A) Proposed conformation of adsorbed citrate on purified
Cit-AuNPs. Conformation (I) is consistent with the IR and XPS
analysis, but a mixture of conformations (I) and (II) also is possible.
Uncoordinated carboxyl groups are presented as protonated forms.
Orange: gold (representative of the gold surface), red: oxygen, black:
carbon, gray: hydrogen. (B) Binding of the hydroxyl and free carboxylate
groups of adsorbed citrate on the Au surface when the pH is higher than
11.
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binding of terminal COOH groups. Regardless of the effect of
deprotonation on citrate adsorption, the molecular geometry
upon adsorption is likely a critical factor. A lattice match between
the spacing of the surface gold atoms and the molecular length of
adsorbed moieties of citrate anions may prevent citrate
adsorption through both terminal COO− groups on the
Au(111) surface. Yin and co-workers80 suggested that
dicarboxylic acids having more than two methylene (−CH2−)
units do not selectively bind to the Ag(111) surface (the surface
lattice spacing for silver and gold is 2.89 Å and 2.88 Å,
respectively) due to the size mismatch. In this study, the central
and a terminal COO− groups are spaced apart by two carbon
atoms (distance between two carbons of the COO− groups: 3.3
Å), and this length of the molecular moiety for adsorption is
commensurate with the lattice spacing of 2.88 Å for Au(111).
We also propose conformation II (IIa: chelating, IIb: bridging)

as a minor species (Figure 5A) since we cannot rule out the
possibility of the presence of a mixture of conformations I and II
based on the IR and XPS results. Both conformations IIa and IIb
are associated with coordination of the hydroxyl group. The
detection of δ(OH)alch does not necessarily mean that all of the
hydroxyl groups are uncoordinated, and the C 1s binding energy
of the hydroxyl group is not sensitive to coordination type due to
the low citrate concentration. Conformation IIa is common for
citrate-metal complexes, and the crystal structures of various
citrate-metal complexes revealed that the hydroxyl group acts as a
supporting donor group for the central COO− coordination.
However, conformation II itself does not explain the IR data
because an intact hydroxyl group has been detected (see surface
binding of the hydroxyl and carboxylate groups for a possible
exclusion of conformation II).
Nichols et al. proposed a citrate structure with all three COO−

groups coordinated on a Au(111) surface as a η2-COO−mode.44

They claimed that there was only one symmetric COO−

stretching vibration of a η2-COO− coordination at 1385 cm−1,
which led to the proposed citrate conformation. Contrary to the
aforementioned observation the IR spectra also contain small but
noticeable peaks at 1610 and 1555 cm−1 as well as a broad peak of
νsym(COO

−) with a shoulder, which is indicative of a different
COO− coordination. However, an alternative coordination was
not discussed. Other reports discuss tridentate citrate binding
(η2-COO− coordination) to gold surfaces, but questions remain.
One example is an interpretation of the STM image of citrate
organization on Au(111) by Bai and co-workers85 that relies on
an overestimation of the size of the citrate anion. The estimated
lateral length of the proposed citrate conformation based on the
STM scale bar is about 10 Å, but the actual size of the tridentate
citrate anion is about 5 Å. In another study, Teobaldi and
Zerbetto conclude that adsorption of citrate molecules on a
Au(111) surface through three η2-COO− coordinations may not
occur, studied by computer simulation using the tridentate
citrate conformation on a planar gold (111).86 These contra-
dictory results imply that the previously proposed tridentate
coordination of citrate is not consistent with experimental
results.
Surface Binding of the Hydroxyl and Carboxylate

Groups of Adsorbed Citrate.The binding of COO− groups of
adsorbed molecules to gold surfaces has been demonstrated by a
change of pH46 and application of an electric field.87 The
proposed citrate conformation on a AuNP surface via the
terminal and the central COO− groups is further supported by
the binding of the free COO− and the hydroxyl group to the
AuNP surface into formation of a tetradentate citrate

configuration. The binding of the terminal COO− group of
citrate adsorbed on the AuNP surface was induced through an
increase of pH (Figure 5B). This structure (conformation III)
was proposed based on IR analysis in the Results (Figure 3).
Briefly, the solution pH of alkanethiol-functionalized Cit-AuNPs
was increased to above 11. This leads to a significant change of IR
bands from citrate molecules. The spectral change indicates that
adsorbed citrate anions were transformed into another
conformation, and this structural change can be attributed to
the binding of the free COO− group to the AuNP surface. The
thiol layer at each particle surface prevents an interparticle-type
interaction through the free COO− groups of adsorbed citrate.
The basic pH condition can lead to deprotonation of the
hydroxyl group88 and a common five-membered ring formation
to the metal with the hydroxyl and the central COO− groups.
Conformation III is a structural transformation from con-
formation Ia or Ib via hydroxyl/carboxylate coordinations. We
found that the terminal COO− groups in conformation II are in
close proximity to the surface compared to conformation I, and it
is reasonable to assume that the deprotonation of the hydroxyl
group also induces the binding of both of the terminal
carboxylate groups to the surface. Therefore, conformation II
may be excluded and considered as an unstable, intermediate
form during the structure transition from conformation I to III.

Intermolecular Interactions between Adsorbed and
Dangling Citrate Layers on AuNPs. It is known that on a
planar Au surface ω-carboxyl alkanethiol forms a double layer by
formation of carboxylic acid dimers.25,89 It is likely that the
protonated citrate molecules exhibit similar layer formation on
AuNPs. Floate et al. have observed the increased intensity of the
COOH peak of citric acid at 1720 cm−1 on a Au(111) surface as
the deprotonated citrates are adsorbed on the surface, but they
found that the COOH peak does not originate from an adsorbed
citrate species.43 This may suggest intermolecular interactions
between the adsorbed citrate and another type of citrate anion by
COOH hydrogen bonds. Lee et al. observed a two to three
molecular layer of citrate on AuNPs by atomic-resolution TEM
analysis.90 Hydrogen bonding of the free COOH groups of
citrate molecules plays an important role in formation of citrate
layers on the surface of AuNPs.91

The IR analysis also indicates the presence of dangling citrate
anions and hydrogen bonding between free COOH groups (see
Figure 4) whichmay lead to formation of multiple citrate layers at
the surface of the AuNPs. The potential multilayer formation of
citrate molecules can be described as intermolecular interactions
of the dangling citrate anion with adsorbed citrate species. Figure
6A presents the representation of a citrate trimer, consisting of
two adsorbed species and one dangling dihydrogen species. The
formation of the citrate trimer is associated with the ordered
orientation of hydroxyl groups from the adsorbed and dangling
citrate layers, which can generate the distinct peaks of the free
ν(O−H)alch at 3672 cm−1. The citrate configuration in Figure 6A
likely represents an ideal configuration of building blocks of
surface citrate on AuNPs. Due to a lack of molecule−metal
interaction, dangling anions form cyclic COOH dimers with
adsorbed anions for the maximum intermolecular interaction but
adsorbed anions form only acyclic COOH dimers with adjacent
adsorbed anions. Figure 6B illustrates a disordered configuration,
resulting from breakage of the intermolecular interactions
between the terminal COOH groups by physisorbed alkanethiol
layers. The disordered configuration shows noninteracting
terminal COOH groups from both the adsorbed and dangling
citrate layers, which are accompanied with less pronounced
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hydrogen bonds between −COOH groups and possible
interactions of the hydroxyl groups with the terminal COOH
groups. The IR spectrum of as-prepared Cit-AuNPs exhibits the
characteristic ν(C−H) vibrations of H3C− and−CH2−moieties
(Figure S11A, Supporting Informatin), and thus acetoacetic acid
(CH3COCH2COOH), rather than acetone dicarboxylic acid
(HOOCCH2COCH2COOH), is likely a major oxidized species
of citrate adsorbed on AuNPs. The C 1s area ratio of COOH/
(COO-Au + COO−Na+) is 1.3 for as-prepared Cit-AuNPs
(Figure S11B, Supporting Information), and we fit this ratio with
seven molecules of deprotonated acetoacetic acid per unit of
configuration A (see the Supporting Information). However, we
should mention that the disordered configuration may exist to
some extent.
Notably, the interaction of the two hydrogen bonds of the free

COOH groups is far stronger (total ∼28 kcal/mol; ∼7 kcal/mol
per hydrogen bond of carboxylic acid dimers at room
temperature)92 than the single COO−Au interaction (∼2
kcal/mol).93 In this case, the intermolecular interaction precedes
the molecule−metal interaction. An interesting consequence of
the citrate trimer is the formation of a citrate bilayer. We consider
that the adsorbed citrate species in direct contact with the AuNP
surface comprise the first layer and the dangling citrate species
hydrogen-bonded with two adsorbed citrates make up the
second (outer) layer.
Previously, only the free COO− groups of adsorbed citrate

were considered as the source of negatively charged surfaces of
citrate-capped MNPs.16 However, our study indicates that the
negatively charged outer layer resulting from the central COO−

groups of the dangling citrate anion may be the origin of the well-
known electrostatic repulsion of Cit-AuNPs. The orientation of
the central COO− group, i.e., pointing toward the metal surface
or pointing outward, is not clear. The behavior of the central
COO− and OH groups in the outer layer may play an important
role in NP stability and interparticle-type interactions between
Cit-AuNPs in solution. A better understanding of the
configuration of the dangling citrate layer may provide a
foundation for more detailed studies about the effects of
molecular conformation and adsorption on the electrical double
layer at AuNP surfaces.
Sterically Stabilized AuNPs Due to the Citrate Layer.

Cit-AuNPs are known to be electrostatically stabilized due to
adsorption of citrate trianions (citrate3‑). Experimental evidence
suggests that steric repulsion of citrate layers plays a role in
stabilizing AuNPs.12,94,95 The proposed structure of the citrate
layer in our study also provides a basis for the possible role of

steric stabilization in that negatively charged carboxylate groups
of citrate anions adsorbed on AuNPs are shielded by hydrogen
bonding between citrate anions after protonation. We attempted
to measure the thickness of the citrate layer experimentally in
solution to investigate the presence of short-range repulsive
forces, i.e., steric repulsion rather than electrostatic repulsion, of
the citrate layer.
We used (1,n)-alkanedithiols (HS−(CH2)n−SH, n = 3, 4, 5, 6,

9, 11) as molecular capping agents and probed AuNP
aggregation. Since one thiol group of dithiols bind to a metallic
surface of a single AuNP and the other thiol can bind to that of
another AuNP, dithiols can act as molecular linkers to connect
two different AuNPs.96When the hydrocarbon length of a dithiol
is long enough for both sulfur atoms to adsorb on two different
AuNPs, NPs are expected to be aggregated in solution beyond
steric repulsion from the citrate layers of two different NPs
(interparticle-type adsorption). When the hydrocarbon length of
a dithiol is too short for both sulfur atoms to bind surfaces of
different NPs simultaneously, AuNPs remain as single NPs in
solution without aggregation (intraparticle-type adsorption).
Although both sulfur atoms of alkanethiols can bind to the same
surface (lying-down configuration), there is expected to be a
population of dithiols with only one sulfur atom adsorbed on the
surface (upright configuration) at a high concentration of the
dithiol.97 Interestingly, a dithiol length-dependent stability of
AuNPs was observed. Figure 7 shows the stability of AuNPs in

solution upon addition of dithiols with varied alkane chain
lengths. When the length of alkanedithiols is short (for n = 3, 4),
NPs are not aggregated and remain dispersed in solution. We
observed the characteristic reddish color of stable AuNPs that
exhibit a band of a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)
at 535 nm. When the length of alkanedithiols is longer (for n = 5,
6, 9, 11), however, NPs exhibit aggregation characterized by a
strong red-shift of the surface plasmon (SP) band. Once the
dithiols are long enough to span beyond the citrate layers and
bind to different NPs, the AuNPs aggregate. The extent of the
electrostatic repulsion between NPs does not change, because
ionic strengths are constant due to the same concentrations of
dithiol solutions (1mM) added into the AuNP solution.98 Under
the high thiol concentration, the electrostatic repulsion may be
negligible. Also, the IR data indicate the presence of citrate layers
on AuNPs after the addition of dithiols regardless of the length.69

This length-dependent adsorption of alkanedithiols on the

Figure 6. Proposed configuration of a unit of citrate trimer consisting of
two adsorbed and one dangling species as building blocks of surface
citrate adlayers on AuNPs. (A) Ideal organization leads to formation of a
citrate bilayer; adsorbed anions are hydrogen-bonded with adjacent
adsorbed anions through formation of acyclic COOH dimers. (B) A
disordered citrate trimer is associated with noninteracting terminal
COOH and η1-COO− groups.

Figure 7. Molecular length-dependent stability of Cit-AuNPs upon
addition of alkanedithiols with varied hydrocarbon length: (A) UV−vis
absorbance spectra of Cit-AuNPs in solution after addition of (1,n)-
alkanedithiols; (B) photograph of the solutions of AuNPs showing the
change of AuNP stability due to dithiol length-dependent interparticle
interactions. The solution of (1,5)-dithiol-AuNPs is omitted for clear
visualization.
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surfaces of different AuNPs confirms that steric repulsion of the
citrate layer plays a critical role in the stability of AuNPs.
On the basis of the interparticle interaction depending on the

length of dithiols, the thickness of the citrate layer in solution
could be estimated. Only the rigid layer of citrate anion renders
NPs stabilized sterically under these experimental conditions
(Figure 6A), and the effect of the disordered layer on steric
stabilization is assumed to be negligible due to the flexibility of
noninteracting terminal carboxyl groups and partially hydrogen-
bonded dangling citrate anions (Figure 6B). There are two
distinct steps of stability transition, one from (1,4)- to (1,5)-
dithiol and the other from (1,5)- to (1,6)-dithiol (Figure 7). The
calculated interparticle spacings are 12.6 Å for (1,4)-dithiol, 13.7
Å for (1,5)-dithiol, and 15.1 Å for (1,6)-dithiol, including the
Au−S bond length (see the Supporting Information).We did not
consider the tilt angle of ordered alkanethiol layers from the
surface normal in determining the interparticle spacing. NPs
exhibit the characteristic bluish color of aggregates, if any, within
10 min upon addition of dithiols. Thus, it is reasonable to assume
that the interparticle-type adsorption of alkanedithiols is random
in the short period of time. Disordered dithiol layers produce the
maximum interparticle spacings.
A minimum thickness of the citrate layer falls between the

lengths of (1,4)-dithiol and (1,5)-dithiols, which is in the range of
6.3−6.8 Å, including the Au−OCOO bond length. We attribute
this minimum value to a van der Waals (vdW) barrier of the
backbone of adsorbed species (6.6 Å, Figure S15, Supporting
Information). The optimized thickness for vdW attraction is
6.7−6.8 Å. The presence of a sterically dominating single layer of
citrate in the region of the AuNP surface indicates the disordered
citrate layer exists (Figure 6B), likely in edge and vertex sites of
AuNPs.
A second transition in nanoparticle aggregation from (1,5)- to

(1,6)-dithiol is distinct as shown by the greater amplitude and
red-shift of the LSPR peak related to aggregation, indicating the
interparticle spacing through adsorption of (1,6)-dithiol exceeds
the steric barrier of the entire citrate layer. The thickness of a
hard-wall surface of the citrate layer is in the range of 6.9−7.6 Å.
We attribute this value to a thickness of the ordered citrate
configuration (Figure 6A) due to evidence of a cooperative
interaction between citrate layers. The extent of the red-shift of
the SP band is consistent with different aggregation kinetics
depending on the dithols that are incorporated. The NPs
aggregate immediately after addition of (1,6)-dithiol, whereas the
NPs aggregate slowly for (1,9)- and (1,11)-dithiols. This suggests
that the interparticle spacing close to 15.1 Å lies within the range
of an interlayer interaction through dangling citrate anions that
are in close proximity with each other, which can lead to the
instantaneous NP aggregation observed in this study. Therefore,
the thickness of the ordered citrate layer is ∼7.6 Å. The kinetics
of NP aggregation upon addition of (1,7)- and (1,8)-
alkanedithiols would offer a finer range of the layer thickness,
but it is expected that the spacing would be less than that for
(1,9)-alkanedithiol (9.5 Å), and this seems to be the upper limit.
This conclusion is based on the observation that (1,9)-dithiol
functionalized Cit-AuNPs exhibit a less red-shifted SP band and
slower aggregation compared to (1,11)-dithiol functionalized
Cit-AuNPs, indicating vdW repulsion between citrate layers
plays a role in the case of (1,9)-dithiol. Thus, it can be concluded
that the layer thickness is in the range of 8−10 Å. The relatively
thin layer suggests dangling citrate anions are in close proximity
to the metal surface. A layer thickness can be up to ∼14 Å if the
terminal −COOH groups of adsorbed anions, which are

hydrogen-bonded with dangling anions, are normal to the
surface. The central carboxyl and hydroxyl groups of dangling
anions may be oriented away from the metal surface for possible
interlayer hydrogen bonding.
Grieser and co-workers demonstrated the existence of an

uncharged surface species on Cit-AuNPs, and they also measured
the barrier size for surface citrates to be 10± 2 Å in acidic pH and
7 ± 2 Å in basic pH, respectively.12 This can be related to the
formation of the citrate layer proposed in our study. In basic pH,
dangling citrate anions are removed from adsorbed citrate, which
can lead to a thickness of 7 Å, i.e., the vdW barrier of the citrate
backbone. In acidic pH, the barrier size is 10± 2 Å, and the lower
limit is in good agreement with our result. In our measurement,
interlayer hydrogen bonding plays a role at a close interlayer
distance, aided by the interparticle-type adsorption of
alkanedithiols. This results in the narrow thickness. Mulvaney
and Giersig99 also estimated the thickness of the citrate layer on
AuNPs as ∼5 Å with directly measuring the interparticle spacing
of a closely packed NP 2-D array at a positive voltage. This value
is comparable with the measured thickness of the citrate layer in
our study. In their case, the applied potential may contract the
citrate layer leading to a slightly smaller observed thickness.
From the abrupt transition of AuNP stability due to the dithiol

length difference by one methylene unit, we can infer that the
thickness of the citrate layer may be uniform over the entire
surface of AuNPs. This helps support the possibility of the
configurational similarity of the citrate trimer on the surfaces of
the AuNPs as represented in Figure 6A. The intermolecular
distance between two adsorbed citrate anions and subsequent
height of the dangling citrate anions from the surface can be fairly
uniform regardless of AuNP facets. Thus, we can consider the
configuration of the citrate trimer as a building block on the
AuNP surface, and this is discussed below.

Assembly of Dihydrogen Citrate Anions on a Au(111)
Surface. Based on the spectroscopy results, we used structure-
based modeling to consider a configuration for self-assembly of
dihydrogen citrate anions (H2Citrate

−) using a citrate trimer as a
building block. Direct determination of the spacing between
adsorbed citrate species and the corresponding organization of
citrate trimers on AuNPs are beyond the capability of the
analytical tools used in this study. However, we have considered
the published STM results from Bai and co-workers.85 The STM
image of citrate on a gold (111) surface provides evidence of the
orientation and intermolecular interaction between citrate
anions which also can be applied to understand the citrate
adsorption on the facets of AuNPs. Bai and co-workers
interpreted the bright spots as each carboxylate group of the
adsorbed citrates on the STM image,85 but the resultant lateral
size of the proposed citrate structure is about twice as large as the
expected molecular dimension. Instead, we have interpreted the
STM image of the citrate anions on Au(111) in a different way
and assumed each bright spot is an isolated citrate species. Based
on this assumption, a trimer unit can be identified as a building
block for the organization of citrates, which consists of three
bright spots aligned to the [211] direction on a Au(111) surface
(Supporting Information, Figure S16).
More recent experimental evidence indicated that the

interlayer spacing of citrate layers on AuNPs is 3.0−3.5 Å,
obtained from atomic-resolution TEM images.90 This very small
value beyond the limit of vdW repulsion (4.2 Å)100 between
citrate molecules implies that there should be a specific
configuration between citrate layers. We attributed the interlayer
spacing to be a consequence of a specific orientation of citrate
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functional groups involving interlayer interaction. The plane of
COOH dimers formed between adsorbed and dangling citrate
anions is significantly tilted from the surface normal and oriented
at an angle of ∼25° from the surface (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S17). This is consistent with the narrow
thickness of the citrate bilayer measured in our study (8−10 Å).
Also, the TEM observation of molecular layers may indicate that
the citrate layer is well-organized on the AuNP surface.
By using conformation Ib as the adsorbed citrate (Figure 5B),

specific directions of both terminal COOH groups are
determined on Au(111), and two possible conformers were
generated (Figure 8A). The terminal COOH groups at the C3

position are oriented at∼25° from the surface and are hydrogen-
bonded with dangling anions through formation of cyclic COOH
dimers. The other terminal COOH groups at the C1 position are
parallel to the surface and are hydrogen-bonded with an adjacent
adsorbed anion through formation of acyclic COOH dimers,
evidenced by IR data (Figure 4B).
We simulated adsorption of the citrate layer on the surface of

AuNPs using the citrate trimers as building blocks (Figure 8B,C).
We adapted the periodicity of the image pattern of citrate from
the STM image published by Bai and co-workers (Figure S16,
Supporting Information).85 Adsorption of the citrates as the
conformer Ib leads to the best fit with the published STM image

of citrates adsorbed on Au(111) in terms of the orientation of the
hydrogen-bonded COOH groups (Figure 8B), which can
stabilize themolecular assembly. However, the length parameters
should be increased by one gold atom distance (Figure 8C; see
the Supporting Information, Figure S18 and S19). It seems that
the hydroxyl group is hydrogen-bonded with both of the terminal
COOH groups and stabililzes the syn conformation of
conformer Ib. Both methylene moieties are placed on the same
side. The anti conformation of conformer Ic may not be stable
due to vdW repulsion between COOH at the C1 position and
−CH2− at the C3 position.
Heinz and co-workers concluded that molecular adsorption is

governed by molecular size and geometry rather than specific
interfacial chemistry, investigated by molecular dynamics
simulation for adsorption of single amino acids and surfactant
molecules on Au(111).101 In our modeling, we also considered
the geometric coordination of the adsorbed citrate species with
respect to the direction and spacing of the top lattice of the
Au(111) surface, and we were not able to take into account other
parameters including water solvent, additional anions/cations,102

surface reconstruction,103 and surface charges.16 Interestingly,
adsorption of the central COO− groups at bridged sites104 was
exclusively observed in our modeling. Heinz and co-workers
found that polarizable atoms including oxygen atoms of
carboxylate groups are drawn into attractive epitaxial sites, i.e.,
bridged and 3-fold hollow sites, having deep potential wells due
to the high surface energy of the metal.101 This is consistent with
citrate adsorption on Au(111) in our structure-based modeling.
It is surprising that the formation of two hydrogen bonds (total
∼14 kcal/mol) cannot precede two Au-carboxylate interactions
(total ∼4 kcal/mol) (Figure S20, Supporting Information). This
suggests a stronger adsorption energy of entire citrate anions
than ∼2 kcal/mol, due to a significant contribution from other
molecular fragments to the surface adsorption in addition to the
direct chemical bonding (a calculated adsorption energy of a
citrate3‑ anion: 8−10 kcal/mol).101
For modeling using a citrate trimer, we incorporated dangling

citrate anions in the citrate layer. The configuration of the
dangling citrate species (H2Citrate

−) between two adsorbed
species was obtained from one of the most stable and stretched
conformations by ChemBio3D, having both terminal COOH
groups parallel to each other. The central carboxylate groups of
dangling citrate are uncoordinated. It is not clear whether the
central carboxylate group points toward the metal surface or
points outward. The direction of both hydrogen-bonded COOH
groups with a dangling anion is parallel with each other in most
trimers of the STM image, but a slight deviation from this
orientation also was observed as a minor configuration (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S21). The modeling also
indicates that the presence of the dangling citrate species is
plausible in the formation of a citrate trimer. A combination of
three adsorbed citrate anions as a trimer unit is not
commensurate on the surface (see the Supporting Information,
Figure S22). The presence of a dangling citrate species is similar
to the report of that for glutamic acids stabilized at ∼4.6 Å above
a silver surface without being in direct contact with the surface
which is based on STM imaging.105 Although citrate is not a
chiral molecule, the overall assembly pattern generates chirality.
Dangling citrate anions, aligned along the [101] direction rather
than the [011] direction, were observed in the modeling (Figure
8C). It has been demonstrated that adsorption of one chirality
induces the adsorption of homochirality,106 and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds107 play an important role in chiral self-

Figure 8.Model of the assembly of H2Citrate
− anions on a (111) surface

of AuNPs. (A) Two possible conformers of adsorbed citrate. The
COOH groups at C1 are parallel to the surface while the COOH groups
at C3 (gray-arrowed) are oriented at the angle of ∼25° from the surface.
(B) Intermolecular interactions between citrate anions. Red circle:
acyclic COOH hydrogen bonding between adsorbed anions, blue circle:
van der Waals attraction of CH2 moieties, red dotted line: a dangling
anion, which is hydrogen-bonded with two adsorbed anions through
formation of cyclic COOH dimers. Surface gold atoms are depicted as a
space-filling model. The parallelogram represents a unit cell. (C)
Proposed citrate self-assembly through the configuration of 1-D chains
on Au(111) surface. Values are unit cell parameters.
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assemblies on metal surfaces. Overall, the model of citrate
adsorption presents 1-D citrate chains consisting of adsorbed and
dangling H2Citrate

− anions, which are all hydrogen-bonded
along the [110] direction.
The gold atom spacing (ao) is 2.88 Å.101 The length

parameters (a) and (b) in the unit cell are 14.4 Å (5ao = 14.4
Å) and 12.5 Å (√19ao = 12.5 Å), respectively, and the angle (γ)
of the unit cell is 83°. The area of this unit cell is 179 Å2. The O−
H···O distance of the adjacent adsorbed citrate involving acyclic
COOH hydrogen bonds is 2.7 Å, and this distance is optimized
within a 0.1 Å deviation.108 The distance between two adsorbed
citrates connected with a dangling citrate anion is 13.6 Å.
Interestingly, we found from themodel that the CH2moieties are
close with a spacing of 5.0 Å (2aocos30° = 5.0 Å) (Figure 8B). In
order for the presented model to be correct, one must assume
this proximity of CH2 groups for vdW contact. Due to the
citrate−Au surface interaction, the spacing of the CH2 moieties
of the adsorbed citrates is larger than that of the optimized vdW
interaction (4.4−4.6 Å).109 A similar value for CH2 spacing was
reported for glutamic acids on Ag(100) separated by 5.4 Å in a
upstanding configuration.110 Our model also is consistent with
the measured thickness of the citrate layer (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S23). The terminal COOH groups between
adsorbed anions can bind to the surface by η1-COO−

coordination (Figure S24, Supporting Information), and this
process is reversible. The coordination transformation of the
terminal COOH group likely depends on the specific NP facets
or boundaries such as edge and vertex sites. In general, hydrogen
bonds are not observed in STM imaging due to low electron
density,111 and this binding transformation cannot be distin-
guished by STM analysis.
There are indications of citrate chains on gold surfaces in the

literature. AFM force measurements demonstrated the presence
of a citrate network on a planar gold surface, possibly due to
intermolecular hydrogen bonding.112 Another AFM force
measurement for citrate layers between a AuNP and a planar
gold substrate suggested a neutral hydrogen-bonded network
consisting of dihydrogen citrate molecules due to the low charge
density and possible multilayer adsorption on the surface.91

Formation of citric acid chains also was observed in aqueous
solution.113 Formations of carboxylic acid dimers114 and
clusters115 in aqueous solution were demonstrated although
these reports are controversial.108 Due to preadsorbed citrate
species on the surface during the synthesis of AuNPs,
incorporation of citrate anions in solution into the formation
of a citrate network within the electrical double layer on the
AuNP surfaces is feasible.
We expect the driving forces for molecular assemblies of citrate

to be both vdW interactions (−CH2−···−CH2− interaction: 0.8
kcal/mol, determined for alkanethiols on gold surfaces)116 and
hydrogen bonds of carboxylic acid groups (∼14 kcal/mol per
carboxylic acid dimer at room temperature).92 An enthalpic gain
can govern the adsorption of H2Citrate

− anions on the AuNP
surface. Conformational entropy losses upon adsorption may be
negligible117 when the central COO− and the hydroxyl groups
form intramolecular hydrogen bonding and H2Citrate

− anions
are intermolecular-hydrogen-bonded through terminal−COOH
groups prior to adsorption. Due to the weak nature of the Au−
carboxylate interaction, it is plausible to conclude that the citrate
adsorption is driven by the intermolecular interactions, and the
molecule-surface interaction is of secondary importance.86 In
order to promote the intermolecular interactions, it is necessary
for citrate anions to diffuse on the Au surface since the

carboxylate group does not readily adsorb on Au as it does on
silver and copper.84 Deprotonated carboxylate (COO−) groups
rather than −COOH bind on Au(111).118 The adsorption of
trimethylacetic acids (TMAA) on TiO2(110) surface has been
studied in detail at a molecular level. TMAA diffuses on the
surface because of physisorption through COOH binding, and
chemisorbed TMMA species resulting from O−H cleavage does
not diffuse at room temperature and forms long-range
ordering.119 A similar mechanism can be applied for adsorption
of citrate anions on the Au surface. Physisorbed citrate anions
probably diffuse on the surface, and the central COO− groups of
citrate bind to the surface after favorable molecular interactions
are achieved. It was reported that diffusion plays an important
role in cysteine adsorbed on Au(111).120 H2Citrate

− anions
possessing the bidirectional −COOH groups likely diffuse to
form the 1-D citrate chains on the surface, and then the
bidirectional −CH2− fragments of two adjacent adsorbed citrate
anions promote the interchain interaction through vdW
attraction for the 2-D structure of citrate layers.

Citrate Chains As Building Blocks on Other Facets of
AuNPs. The Au(111) surface is the most populated facet in a
large AuNP37 due to having the lowest surface energy,121 and
there are other facets including Au(110) and Au(100) for the
face-centered cubic structure in the truncated octahedron of
large-sized AuNPs (>10 nm).37,122,123 We adapted adsorption of
the 1-D citrate chain to Au(110) and Au(100) surfaces to
investigate the possibility of the citrate chain as a building block
on those surfaces. Binding configuration of carboxylate oxygen
atoms on Au(100) is adapted from the modeling result from
Au(111), in which the oxygen atoms bind in bridge sites. Also,
spacing of methylene moieties, which should not exceed the limit
of vdW contact (4.2 Å),100 was considered. On Au(110), a
random orientation of coordinated COO− moieties was
reported,124 and we used the binding of two oxygen atoms39 in
neighboring atomic rows along the [001] direction although the
row spacing (√2ao) is relatively large compared to the O···O
distance (2.4 Å). Surprisingly, the citrate chain also fit to the
surfaces of Au(110) and Au(100) with the same configuration of
vdW and hydrogen bond interactions (Figure 9; see also Figure

S25 in the Supporting Information for excluded assembly
models). Dangling citrate anions form cyclic −COOH dimers
with adsorbed anions. The distances between the two α-carbons
of the COOH groups in the adjacent adsorbed citrates (∼2ao =
5.8 Å) are shorter than the optimized value of cyclic COOH
dimerization (6.8 Å)108 for both surfaces, and each COOH
molecular axis should be deviated from the parallel orientation, in
order to form acyclic COOH dimers. The CH2 spacings for vdW
contact are ∼5.8 Å (∼2ao = 5.8 Å) on both surfaces. The
intermolecular spacings along the dangling anions are 13.3 Å and
12.7 Å on (110) and (100) surfaces, respectively. Rodes and co-
workers reported the ν(CO) centered at ∼1720 cm−1, from

Figure 9. Proposed self-assemblies of citrate anions on (A) (110) and
(B) on (100) surfaces of AuNPs.
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succinate anions (−OOCCH2CH2COO
−) adsorbed on (111),

(110), and (100) planar gold surfaces in acidic conditions.39 This
suggests the formation of COOH hydrogen bonding between
adsorbed succinate anions is identical on those surfaces, which
supports the hydrogen bonding through terminal COOH groups
between adjacent citrate anions on (110) and (100) surfaces of
AuNPs in this study. Obtaining STM images of citrate adsorption
on the Au(110) and Au(100) surfaces would verify the self-
assembly through the 1-D chain network. This is an example of a
building block on one facet fitting to another. It has been
reported that the self-assembled uracil on Au(111) exhibits
identical packing on Au(100).125 Based on the proposed
adsorption model of citrate layers on (111), (110), and (100)
surfaces of AuNPs, surface coverage including dangling citrate
anions is ∼2.8 × 10−10 mol/cm2 (∼45% coverage). This
relatively low coverage of citrate anions on AuNPs is consistent
with the speculation by Nelson and Rothberg, based on their
investigation of DNA adsorption on Cit-AuNPs126 (see the
Supporting Information for further discussion).
Although the modeling result suggests the possible adsorption

of 1-D citrate chains on Au(110) and Au(100) surfaces, the
formation of the citrate layer on Au(110) may not be kinetically
favorable. In general, molecules on the (110) metal surface
diffuse exclusively along the [110] direction,127 and thus the
diffusion of citrate anions on Au(110) likely occurs in the [110]
direction. This 1-D surface diffusion on Au(110) does not favor
the formation of the 2-D citrate network relying on
intermolecular interactions. On the Au(100) surface, however,
the anisotropic diffusion does not take place, and the enthalpy
factor of the intermolecular interaction may govern the citrate
adsorption. Using our modeling result of the citrate adsorption
on gold surfaces, it is also possible to take kinetics into
consideration in the role of the citrate layer in stabilizing facets of
citrate-based AuNPs.
Stabilization Role of the Citrate Layer on Surfaces of

AuNPs via Intermolecular Interactions. Finally, we correlate
the facet-dependent adsorption of citrate anions with the
stabilizing effect of citrate layers on the surfaces of AuNPs. The
modeling results of the size match between the citrate chain and
gold surfaces indicate that citrate adsorption is optimized on
Au(111). Adsorption of the hydrogen-bonded citrate chain also
fits on Au(100), but adsorption preference among those surfaces
is difficult to determine by our modeling. A difference in
adsorption strength of the citrate layer between (111) and (100)
surfaces, if any, may arise due to the spacing between adjacent
adsorbed citrates due to vdW attraction which is more optimized
on Au(111). A role of vdW attraction was demonstrated for
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) adsorption on Ag(111), which is a
consequence of the high density of surface atoms on the (111)
surface.128 It is not clear whether the vdW contact differentiates
the adsorption strength significantly for citrate anions. Although
the configuration of the 2-D citrate adsorption is also
commensurate on Au(110), the anisotropic molecular diffusion
can deter the formation of the citrate network. Overall, the
adsorption strength of the citrate layer is expected to decrease in
the order Au(111) ≥ Au(100) > Au(110).
The order of the adsorption strength of the citrate layer on

those gold surfaces is consistent with the ratio of exposing facet
on AuNPs in that the (111) surface is the most populated facets
on AuNPs followed by the (100) surface. Thermodynamic
modeling37 as well as TEM122 and XRD123 empirical evidence
show that (111) and (100) surfaces are dominant for spherical
Cit-AuNPs. The Au(110) surface is the least dominant surface

showing the largest surface energy121 among those low-index
surfaces. It seems that the thermodynamically favored morphol-
ogy (i.e, spherical shape or truncated octahedron structure) of
Cit-AuNPs is supported by the stabilizing role of the citrate layer
on the (111) and (100) surface. For those dominant surfaces, we
assume that the weak Au−carboxylate interaction (2 kcal/mol,
0.087 eV) does not modify the surface energy difference
(Δφ(100)−(111) > 0.1 eV),129 for which surface energy is
significantly altered through strong molecular adsorption (see
the Supporting Information).130 Occurrence of high energy
surfaces such as (100) and (110) on AuNPs is possible only when
those surfaces are stabilized by suitable stabilizers via adsorption-
driven reversal of surface energies.131 It has been demonstrated
that rhombic dodecahedral AuNPs exclusively possessing the
high-energy (110) facets can be synthesized when molecular
surfactants stabilize those facets.132 However, the low surface
coverage on Cit-AuNPs, due to the formation of net-like
structures of the citrate layer, allows citrate-based MNP seeds to
offer surface energy reversal upon adsorption of other strongly
binding additives including metal ions, halide ions, and amine-
containing surfactants. The stabilization of the multisurfaces of
Cit-AuNPs by the single fashion of the citrate adsorption can be
related to the isotropic shape,133 i.e., spherical, of the AuNP. The
feasibility of the layer formation is extended to silver, platinum,
palladium, and copper nanoparticles synthesized by the
Turkevich method, and the role of citrate as a stabilizer is
discussed in the Supporting Information (Figure S26).
Although it is possible that the entire citrate network is equally

adsorbed on (111) and (100) surfaces of AuNPs, adsorbed
citrate species show a preferential adsorption on Au(111). The
structure-based modeling suggests adsorption of H2Citrate

−

anions in bridge sites rather than atop sites. Adsorption geometry
of citrate in bridge sites fits well on Au(111) (Figure 10). The

COOH orientation at the C1 position may be stabilized at the
bridge site on Au(111). This makes the hydrogen bonding with
an adjacent anion more favorable due to the aligned orientation.
Heinz and co-workers found that sp3-hybridized molecular
structures are preferentially adsorbed on Au(111) since the bond
angle and length fit on the hexagonal lattice of the (111)
surface.102 Also, they suggest adsorption of polarizable atoms
including C, O, and N atoms in bridge or hollow sites.101

However, those terminal COOH groups on Au(110) and
Au(100) locate at atop sites, likely oriented toward the surface
normal due to a lack of the deep potential well. This orientation
deviation may hinder the hydrogen bonding between adsorbed
citrate anions on Au(110) and Au(100). If this is the case, the
adsorption strength should decrease significantly in the order
Au(111) ≫ Au(100) > Au(110). If a majority of citrate anions

Figure 10. Binding of terminal carboxyl groups in bridge sites on (111),
(110), and (100) surfaces of AuNPs. C1 position is on the left side of the
anion, and the COOH group at C1 can be hydrogen-bonded with an
adjacent adsorbed anion. η1-COO− binding at C1 is possible only on
Au(111). Two possible geometries are shown for Au(100). Blue circles
represents proximal bridge sites for potential binding of the COOH
group to the surface.
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form dimers prior to adsorption, this orientation effect will be
diminished. More importantly, the η1-COO− binding of a
terminal carboxyl group to a proximal bridge site is possible only
on Au(111). Terminal COOH carbons at the C1 position should
locate near a bridge site rather than a top site in order to bind to
the surface. Only the (111) surface is available for the η1-COO−

binding. Terminal COOH carbons on Au(110) and Au(100)
locate above the top sites and cannot bind in bridge sites. Note
that the overall molecular geometry is optimized via vdW
attraction. XPS analysis for purified Cit-AuNPs suggests that∼1/
3 of COOH groups at one terminal position are uncoordinated,
and this ratio is comparable with the ratio of facet areas for
AuNPs (Au111:Au100 = 78:22, based on an ideal truncated
octahedron). This facet-dependent adsorption is valid for small
molecules having a (1,2)-dicarboxylic acid fragment including
amino acids, and likely affects adsorption and surface coverage of
other incoming surfactants. The effects of the orientation of the
terminal COOH at the C1 position and its η1-COO− binding to
the surface may be a key factor for anisotropic particle growth
using citrate-based MNP seeds, under light irradiation, thermal
treatment, electric potential, and chemical modification includ-
ing pH changes as well as addition of halide ions, metal ions, and
other surfactants.134,135 The structural aspects of citrate
adsorption on gold surfaces are applicable for other metal
surfaces with similar lattice spacings such as silver. This structure-
based analysis provides a detailed understanding of the
preferential adsorption of (1,2)-dicarboxylic acid fragments on
Ag(111) of silver nanoplates,80 and the strong adsorption of
succinate on a reconstructed Au(111) compared to malonate
(−OOCCH2COO

−).136

■ CONCLUSION
We investigated the conformation of citrate layers on AuNP
surfaces. ATR-IR, transmission FT-IR, XPS, as well as a
structure-based simulation were employed, and those results
are consistent with TEM and STM images of the citrate layer
obtained from literature. Dihydrogen citrate anions (H2Citrate

−)
are adsorbed on the Au surface by η2-COO− coordination of the
central carboxylate group. The adsorbed citrate interacts with an
adjacent adsorbed species and a dangling citrate species through
hydrogen bonds between the terminal carboxylic acid groups.
The hydrogen-bonded H2Citrate

− anions produce 1-D citrate
chains, which interact with each other through vdW attraction
between proximal CH2 moieties, leading to formation of a self-
assembled layer of citrate molecules adsorbed on AuNP facets
including (111), (110), and (100) surfaces. The estimated
thickness of the citrate layer is 8−10 Å including the Au-COO−

bond length, which may depend on the facets of AuNPs. From
the structure-based model of the citrate adsorption on Au(111),
only syn conformers are expected to adsorb in bridge sites. With
including the dangling citrates, the surface coverage becomes
∼2.8 × 10−10 mol/cm2. The monodentate citrate anions
transform into tetradentate coordination upon binding of the
hydroxyl and all carboxyl groups to the surface under basic
conditions. The intermolecular interactions between citrate
anions provide a molecular understanding of the observed steric
repulsion between citrate layers for NP dispersion stability in
solution and the facet-dependent stabilizing role of the entire
citrate layer on surfaces of AuNPs. Considering hydrogen
bonding, vdW attraction and surface diffusion as well as binding
geometry of (1,2)-dicarboxylic acid fragments for citrate
adsorption, we expected the formation of the citrate layer is
favored on Au(111) but deterred on Au(110) and Au(100). The

stability of citrate-stabilized silver, platinum, palladium, and
copper NPs is consistent with the feasibility of the layer
formation on those MNPs based on the structural model. The
detailed study of the citrate layer on AuNPs is expected to
provide new insights to help explain experimental observations
from Cit-AuNP based studies as well as possibly for other citrate-
stabilized MNPs, including seed-mediated particle growth. Also,
the study of the coordination of carboxylate and hydroxyl groups
of the adsorbed citrate on AuNP surfaces can provide insights for
the binding structures of peptides,102 amino acids,137 and other
small organic molecules138 possessing carboxylic acid and/or
hydroxyl functional groups on metal surfaces.
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